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A few of the many additions
and updates to characters,
costumes, props & set design
from our latest presentation
of The Nutcracker.
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More From 2016...

New costumes for our Nutcracker “Snow” scene were made possible by
a grant awarded by the Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs
(MCACA), administered by the Anton Art Center in Mount Clemens.
“Being selected for this particular mini-grant, through its unique
selection process, is of extreme merit, as it indicates the value of and
appreciation for our program among our audience, our community, and
our peers; it's the ultimate endorsement,” said Amber Megna Michalik,
director of the Macomb Ballet Company.

JACLYN WALSH named “25 to Watch” in 2015
by Dance Magazine, taught a Master Class to our
Jr. Apprentice, Apprentice, Senior Apprentice,
and Senior members in November, giving our
dancers an opportunity to enhance their training
& grow artistically.
The Macomb Ballet Company is sponsored by BTW Photography, a
photography company specializing in weddings since 2007. They are an imagecentric, storytelling company that incorporates aspects of fashion and
photojournalism into their work. Contact them at info@btwphotography.com
or 586.354.0845. If you are interested in becoming a sponsor for MBC, please
contact us at cdirector@macombballet.org
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Community News:
MBC was excited to join the
Fall fun at the Halloween
Hoopla in Macomb Township
last October.

A DAY AT THE BALLET
Twice annually, the MBC invites local
classrooms to attend the ballet free of charge in
an effort to reach out to local youth who may
not otherwise have the opportunity to be
educated in, and enriched by, the world of the
performing arts. We welcomed Mr. Fortier’s
Fourth Grade from Schuchard Elementary to
The Nutcracker and gave them a quick
backstage tour! Learn more and give your
classroom a chance to see Cinderella in May:

Carsons
Community
Days Helpers

macombballet.org/performances

Three MBC Senior
members performed a
piece from The Nutcracker
and Artistic Director
Amber Michalik gave an
in-studio interview for
TV 20 Detroit WMYD.
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Very Special
Thanks
Ashton
Automotive
Testing Inc.
in Warren

Table of 10
Sponsor to our
Nutcracker Tea
VIP Event

Their generosity allowed
us to reach out to our
community and include
some that may not have
otherwise been able to
attend this special event.
macombballet.org

